
PARKING TAG PENALTIES (2017-05-05)   

Traffic Bylaw 26M96   $40   $50   $75   

8(1) Vehicle operated or parked on Mall  
8(2) Mall permit not validly displayed   
9(14) Remain in space longer than time purchased  
9(17)(a) Failure to park wholly within space   
9(17)(b) Failure to park within lines of space   
13(1) O.T. Parking in contravention of a traffic control device   
13(2) Parking on major road listed in Schedule J  
13(3) Park within 1.5M of a curb break  
14(1) Vehicle being serviced / repaired on street  
14(2)(a) Vehicle not equipped as req. with TSA  
14(2)(b) Derelict vehicle - inoperable   
16(1) Detached trailer on public roadway  
17(1) RV not adjoining owner residence  
17(2) RV parked in excess of 36 hours  
17(3) Repeated RV parking within 48 hours   
26(1) Park in residential permit zone without permit  
27(1) In alley within 1.5M of garage or driveway  
27(2) In alley, leaving less than 3M clear   
27(3) In alley, block or obstruct alley traffic   
27(4) In alley, adjacent or within 1M of refuse bin  
27(5)(a) In CTZ alley - not commercial actively engaged  
27(5)(b) In narrow alley 6.1M or less   
27(8) In alley, within 3M of electrical transformer  
28(1) Unauthorized on private property   
28(3) Unauthorized in a ‘customer only’ stall  
31(3) Taxi other than in taxi zone   
31(5) Stopping private vehicle in Taxi zone   
31(6) Unattended taxi in Taxi zone for more than 10 min.  
31(7) Unattended taxi in a Taxi Hydrant zone   
34(1)(a) In commercial (LZ) without commercial plates  
34(1)(b) In commercial LZ in excess of 20 min.   
34(2) In passenger LZ in excess of 10 min.  
34(3)(a) Taxi in a passenger LZ in excess of 10 min.   
34(3)(b) Courier or Commercial vehicle in passenger LZ  
34(4) In public LZ in excess of 20 min. - no activity  
35(2) Stopped other than a CT bus in a CT bus zone   
35(4) Stopped other than a Charter bus in charter bus zone  
36(3) Vehicle parked in Exclusive Bus zone (bus trap)  
36.2(3) Park/Stop/Operate in exclusive Bicycle Lane   

Traffic Bylaw 26M96   $80   $90   $120   
37.1(6) Park on Type 1 Snow Route during Snow Event  
37.1(7) Park on Type 2 Snow Route during Snow Event   
37.2(3) Parking where prohibited by a maintenance operation   

Traffic Bylaw 26M96   $80   $100   $160   
17(4) RV parked in a hazardous manner   

Traffic Bylaw 26M96   $80   $120   $150   

27(6) In a marked fire lane   
27(7) Blocking an emergency exit   

Traffic Bylaw 26M96   $120   $150   $215   
18(1) Truck >4500kg in residential area 20:00 - 08:00  
18(3) Park truck off of truck route >5450kg   
49(1)(e) Parking on 7th Avenue LRT Corrido  

Traffic Bylaw 26M96   $160   $200   $265   
9(11) Overtime parked (zone-controlled space)  

Traffic Bylaw 26M96   $160   $200   $270   
51.1(1) Causing continued objectionable noise  

Traffic Bylaw 26M96   $160   $200   $300   

28(2) Unauthorized truck on private property (>4500kg)  
Traffic Bylaw 26M96   $200   $250   $300   

32(3) In a handicap space without placard/plate   
34(5) In a handicap loading zone - no placard/plate   
34(6) Overtime/unattended in a handicap LZ (10 min)  



Parking Bylaw 41M2002   $40   $50   $68   

3(1)(a) Stopping or parking on a boulevard / sidewalk   
3(1)(b) On a crosswalk   
3(1)(c) Within an intersection   
3(1)(d) Too near to an intersection (less than 5M)   
3(1)(e) Within 5M of a Stop or Yield sign   
3(1)(f) Too near a Fire Hydrant (less than 5M)   
3(1)(g) Obstructing access to private property (1.5M)   
3(1)(h) Too near to a marked crosswalk (less than 5M)   
3(1)(k) Where prohibited by a traffic control device   
3(1)(l) Roadway side of another vehicle   
3(2) Display a vehicle for advertising or ‘for sale’   
4(1)(a) Right hand wheel more than 500mm from curb   
4(1)(b) More than 500mm from the curb on a one-way street   
5(2) Angle parked not between the lines of a single space - marked stall  
5(2)(c) Angle parked >500mm from the curb - marked stall  
5(2)(d) Angle parked not angled in the direction of travel - marked stall  
5(3) Angle parked not between 30° and 60° - unmarked stall  
5(3)(c) Angle parked >500mm from the curb - unmarked stall  
5(3)(d) Angle parked not angled in the direction of travel - unmarked stall  
7(a) Unattended vehicle on jack - wheel removed   
7(b) Unattended vehicle on jack - vehicle raised  

Parking Bylaw 41M2002   $160   $200   $270   

8(1)(a) Abandon vehicle on a highway   
8(1)(b) Abandon vehicle on public or private property   
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